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Visit our website at www.delmetservices.com
or check out our facebook, instagram and

twitter pages at delmet services llc

 

Toll Free: 866.946.4441
office: 281.206.2615

fax: 281.605.5859

650  N. Sam Houston Pkwy. E, Ste 108
Houston, TX 77060

DELMET Services is a 100% minority woman-
owned company, managed by Thessalonian LeBlanc. 
Ms. LeBlanc has a MBA from Prairie View A & M 
University and a BS in Business with a concentration 
in Marketing from the University of  Phoenix. 
Therefore, with her formal education and her
years of  proven experience has enabled her with 
understanding the importance in maintaining a great 
relationship with clients is equally as important as 
delivering top-notch services and maintaining an 
open line of  communication.

Originally established in 2006, DELMET Services 
initial focus was providing excellent cleaning services 
to clients; however within a year after its inception, 
the organization quickly grew into a full-service 
company that  offers staffing, janitorial, final
cleaning, consulting, disaster relief  and manhole 
inspection support services for 11 years and counting.

A Little About



Striving to be an industry
leader in full-service
client solutions.

Vision StatementStaffing Services

DELMET Services offers staffing services for 
professional and non-professional personnel
placement. DELMET Services also understands the 
significance of  having a creative team that is tailored 
to fit with the client’s business environment. That is 
the reason DELMET Services offers staffing 
solutions that go beyond the norm. As a multi-
disciplined service company, DELMET Services can 
provide staffing solutions for virtually any situation 
or any location by offering event-based, short-term, 
long-term, home-base, and other tailored staffing 
offerings to compliment each client’s project site or 
office assignment requirement needs.

Our organization seeks candidates that display an 
exceptional attitude, reliability, and are highly 
qualified for their respective assignments.
We conduct a rigorous recruitment,
screening, testing, and final selection
process to ensure consistency and
competency is upheld by the
staffing placement selection to
achieve overall client satisfaction.

Consulting Services

DELMET Services offers consulting services that 
consist of  collaborating with organizations to 
identify unrealized areas for innovation and identify-
ing value. We work side by side with clients to strive 
to achieve the full potential for unlocked knowledge.

Finding solutions that work for our client’s is the 
realization of  successful consulting. Whether it is 
through staffing, site management, or general 
services ideas, we understand your needs and want 
to earn your respect and confidence. We work with 
our client’s to assist with identifying their most 
pressing issues and compelling opportunities and 
then work through them to achieve outcomes with 
sustainable value.

Janitorial Services
At DELMET Services we believe in trained staff  that can provide janitorial services that fit our client’s
needs. We ensure the client has turn-key services or labor that compliment their staff. We offer daily,
weekly and monthly janitorial cleaning service plans for hassle-free facility maintenance.

Around-the-clock services are available to assist with emergencies and special requests.

finAL Cleaning
DELMET Services offers post construction cleaning services to commercial customers
throughout the Houston Metropolitan Area and surrounding communities, in addition to
select markets outside of  Texas.  We work with the General Contractor or Property Manager
to provide a seamless approach that is tailored to remove minor trash, construction dust, and
revive floors to their originally state without significantly inconveniencing the tenants or customers.

Our final cleaning service is specifically designed for “at the end” of  the construction stage when staff  must possess the 
knowledge to clean thoroughly and return the environment back to its owner move-in ready. We understand the need to 
use the appropriate cleaning equipment and supplies does matter when aiming for the maximum results. DELMET 
Services post-construction cleaning services consist of  trained cleaners who understand the needs and requirements of  this 
kind of  detailed cleaning service and look beyond the client’s expectation to get the job done right the first time around.

SSES Support
DELMET Services also offers staffing solutions for SSES efforts that include visualize observation by trained
technicians along with completion of  detailed inspection forms and supporting photographs. We also provide
PACP certified QA/QC support on data entry to assist with ensuring accuracy in the SSES data recorded.

Site Management
DELMET Services offers site management or construction inspection services that involve placing our team members at 
the client’s location to help with overall staff  management or site inspection responsibilities. We offer full-service site 
management capabilities as well as site management support in part-time or on an as needed basis for both construction 
and janitorial services.

Helping our customers meet and exceed expectations is what we are about. By providing site management/inspection 
capabilities continues to diversify DELMET Services capabilities and value to its clients


